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Abstract - Today's Computers framework for the most part 
utilizes graphical user interfaces, which permits clients to connect 
with electronic devices utilizing graphical pictures or 
representations .The most critical parts of this study is because of 
expansion the inspiration originates from designers office, home, 
stimulation applications, innovative, community oriented 
interfaces, and mechanical and business frameworks. This paper 
concentrates on UI flaws that we regularly come across in today's 
GUI. It also explains the GUI design essentials and the process of 
designing a GUI. 
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I. Introduction 

Right when sketching out a Graphical User Interface, it is 
fundamental that the necessities, needs, and restrictions of the 
end customers (who finally use the venture) are given expansive 
thought. Client Interface is an interface between the client and the 
computer. The main client interfaces were order line interfaces 
where client could collaborate with the PC by writing summons 
on the console. Graphical User Interfaces utilizes pictures and 
design rather than just words to speak to the information and 
yield of the project. The system shows certain symbols, catches, 
dialog boxes and so on the screen and the client controls the 
project mostly by moving a pointer on the screen and pressing so 
as to select certain items catches, and so on. The limit of a 
Graphical User Interface is to support the treatment of an 
application by technique for graphical parts. It takes a ton of 
innovativeness to make a gorgeous site. In any case, it takes extra 
learning to turn that site, into a client driven and agreeable 
interface. This learning is referred to a large portion of us as UI or 
UX (User Interface/User Experience) outline. The facts may 
confirm that numerous associations have given a lot of time and 
studies into which UI truly work, however to others – it is entirely 
judgment skills. The improvement of UI frameworks has grieved 
with the security of work area processing. Future frameworks, 
notwithstanding, that are off the work area, traveling or physical 
in nature will include new gadgets and new programming 
frameworks for making intelligent applications. 

II. Methodology 

The methodology adapted for this research paper was an 
structured approach to do a descriptive research. This paper 

focuses on describing what is prevalent regarding standard 
interface designs, which would create a higher customer 
satisfaction rate. Thus studying and discovering the common 
setbacks found in a GUI were conducted with descriptive 
feedback. 

III. Discussion 

As a UI fashioner, you should know just all the normal – and not 
all that basic – flaws made on different outlines with the goal that 
you can better help your customer meet objectives. The off 
chance that you recognize what to remember while outlining, 
you'll earn a great deal staying more inclined to make a site that 
matches your customer's depiction of "simple to utilize", however 
makes an enormous impression and leaves viewers with the right 
impression of our business so they invest in our system. 
Furthermore, if your customer demands include any of the UI 
outline flaws recorded underneath, you can make a legitimate 
present your creations and feedback so that he would be satisfied 
and be made well aware of what would want and select from the 
displayed options. 

IV. Create a good user experience 

User experience (UX) focuses on having a deep understanding of 
users, what they need, what they value, their abilities, and also 
their limitations. It also takes into account the business goals and 
objectives of the group managing the project. UX best practices 
promote improving the quality of the user’s interaction with and 
perceptions of your product and any related services. 

Creating a good user interface is a step by step process, we first 
discuss the requirements with the client and find out what 
exactly he is looking for and how we can help him improve his 
idea thus making us a guide for future references to other clients. 
We as a whole have a place with various foundation and in this 
manner have various personalities which think contrastingly and 
consequently will have various needs, so this turns into a test 
while building up a UI that will be amiable by all foundations. 
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In order for there to be a meaningful and valuable user 
experience, information must be: 

 Useful: Your content should be original and fulfill a 
need 

 Desirable: Image, identity, brand, and other design 
elements are used to evoke emotion and appreciation 

 Usable: Site must be easy to use 

 Findable: Content needs to be navigable and locatable 
onsite and offsite 

 Credible: Users must trust and believe what you tell 
them 

 Accessible: Content needs to be accessible to people 
with disabilities 

 

 

Set of Guidelines that will help us improve our design: 

1) Think like User : Like said in the past proclamation, we have 
to sit and consider the foundation of various clients, what 
precisely they like and abhorrence. For instance wants to stare 
at the TV yet the catch here is everybody won't prefer to watch a 
similar channel. So essentially we have to break down what will 
get every one of the clients to appreciate the structure we create. 
So for instance on TV everybody will watch the news channel , 
despite the fact that the clients have diverse loving , however 
they will dependably watch a news channel , what is the reason 
that drives them to watch the channel, for it's the news, everyday 
updates of genuine exercises occurring far and wide or nation , 
Everyone will need to think about this and thus they transform 
into the news channel, so comparatively we have to make a 
purpose behind them to like our plan and a hunger for to be back 
for additional. 

2) Your title should explain everything: Truly undoubtedly 
when we see a title, we comprehend what we are going into. 
Regardless of whether it is a book or a store or sustenance thing. 
Ensure your structure titles gives out the privilege required 
message, may it be the title of the plan or the unofficial ID of a 
catch or a menu thing, they ought to have the option to clarify 
what precisely they do in only a word or few. It's significant on 
the grounds that speed is critical and everybody is in a surge and 
needs thing to work quick thus individuals don't have room 
schedule-wise to sit and think and attempt to comprehend things 
which would set aside some effort to audit, chiefly a site or any 
graphical structure, they expect they eyes to let them know all 
that they have to know absent much exertion, not saying they 
would not sit to see but rather it's smarter to keep it simple and 
quick for the client in this manner fulfilling his need quicker. 

3) Inconsistent planning: Consistency in a setup needs to do 
with guaranteeing each and every relative movement and parts 
seem, by all accounts, to be indistinguishable. So in a framework 
when we have kept an instrument bar with device to work with 
and we place that apparatus bar on each page , we have to 
ensure that the situation of the device bar and the device 
continue as before, we don't need the client to continue looking 
for the required device in the scrambled up device bar that we 
put, another model is on the off chance that we click on the 
'about me' tab on a site page we ought to get significant data and 
not data that is of no utilization. Take a stab at consistency in 
real life arrangement, format, wording, and order utilized, etc. A 
standout amongst the least requesting ways to deal with remain 
steady in your framework is with some orchestrating early. 
Simply make a once-over of most of your exercises social 
occasion of same/relative limits and finally, choose one UI part 
for each get-together and moreover an anticipated game-
plan.(2012,June12).Retrieved-from artisantalent.com/common-
gui-design-mistakes/. 
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4) Avoid heavy description: An overabundance of substance 
can disguise the site message from visitors. Everything 
considered, if a client is indicated heaps of words and segments, 
the person in question will either in a flash leave without 
endeavoring to examine, or make an undertaking to scrutinize 
and give up after numerous attempts. Regardless, the choosing 
result is dissatisfaction, a missed message, and a lost prospect 
which prompts total loss of the clients intrigue. Thusly, state 
what you need to state in as few words as could sensibly be 
normal, or coach your client on these standards. 

5) A learning system : A framework which can recollect your 
associations is an advantageous framework, how frequently do 
we converse with your companions about our past history or 
exercises and they can react with a positive answer and in this 
way we are accomplish incredible acknowledgment, Imagine a 
non living thing which has those life like highlights, coordinating 
a specific framework which recall our activities and aides us or 
attempts to comprehend what we need on our next entry is 
beneficial framework. This can be accomplished by composing 
certain calculations which stores information in sessions or a 
backend database and recovers it on our next landing and along 
these lines makes an understanding feel which will keep the 
client continually needing more, and will make him return once 
more. 

7) Keep a straight forward system: Carousels and enlivened 
records are doubtlessly one of the base usable site parts 
ever. It's only a poor way for site owners to get snap draw 
while irritating different clients to the point of remain away 
for eternity. 

8) Avoid Disturbing a mind at peace: What does this mean ? , 
essentially when you go to loosen up you won't acknowledge 
somebody calling your cell phone to irritate you and remove the 
harmony that you need, likewise in a GUI based page we notice 
include postings which are divert us , they are fundamentally 
two sorts , the ones what we like , for instance an include about 
another vehicle or a bicycle and the ones which we don't care for, 
in the two cases we are occupied and lost what we proposed to 
do in any case, so maintain a strategic distance from promotion 
quite far and adhere to the goal. 

9) Performance is also key: Low burden time and glitches. If 
any bit of your site, any part, or any development that stacks also 
gradually may make the client think it is exorbitantly glitch'ed. 

Horrible enthusiasm reminds that we are interfacing carefully, 
rather than paper, and our trust component of the site goes way 
down. Remember, individuals need that real like affiliation when 
on the web, so make it smooth and keep it certified. Speed is the 
key. 

10) Poor use of colors: Picking the off-base shades is 
horrendous news for a design. As it might cause a negative effect 

on initial introduction, so what correctly are the "off- base 
tones"? This can altogether pulverize the emotional subject. 
Everything considered, hues portray meaning, so you have to 
think about your client's picture and assembling of individuals. 
You also need to recollect visitors with fractional visual 
impairment. (2012, June 12). Retrieved from 
http://www.hongkiat. com/blog/11-common-mistakes- 
blunders-in-web-design/. 

11) Keep navigation as easy as possible : Course on a site or 
in an application should not be simple. The customers can't 
investigate forward and in reverse between pages successfully 
or when they have to chase down the correct information or 
when a design is fundamentally difficult to learn. Customers will 
go somewhere else, irritating them and causing a colossal 
burden. 

(2012, June 12). Retrieved from https://artisantalent 

.com/common-gui-design-mistakes/. 

12) Accept user mistakes : Customers are error slanted, 
everything considered, they are human. Interfaces must be 
masterminded to help the customer when they commit an error. 
A check brief showing up when something is deleted or an 
invalid info is entered ought to be shown with an answer. A put 
away zone where things can be recouped is in like manner 
valuable. We are adjusted to have the ability to change this mix-
up, don't make your interface unequipped for this custom. Mix-
ups occur and it the most ideal approach to learn. The best 
assessments are finished by looking out for the shoulder of the 
client. 

V. Conclusions 

If you consider the customer at all concentrations in the design 
procedure you will have a usable graphical customer interface 
which will relate with your customer and address their issues. 

The fundamental goal of a GUI is to allow the customer to 
concentrate on the present outstanding burden. To do this, the 
GUI must make the interface between the human and the PC 
reliable. 

The three basic human components that direct impact GUI layout 
are visual insight, the limits of absolute memory, and the social 
affair of information. 

Exactly when arranging GUI, one needs to recall the goals of the 
GUI and to generally keep up a vital separation from pointless 
multifaceted nature. One must avoid purposeless advancement 
and spotlight on updates that improve execution. Future 
examples in GUI are toward voice affirmation and hypertext 
position tongue. The hypertext example allows the customer to 
move clearly from data and thoughts in a single application to 
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practically identical data and thoughts in other application. These 
examples will advance evacuate the GUI as a deterrent between 
the customer and the task. 

User Experience Design 
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